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Abstract 

In this paper, we analyze the structure possessed by the homotopy groups of a simplicial 
abelian Hopf algebra over the field F2. Specifically, we review the higher-order structure that the 
homotopy groups of a simplicial commutative algebra and simplicial cocommutative coalgebra 
possess. We then demonstrate how these structures interact under the added conditions present 
in a Hopf algebra. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

1991 Math. Subj. Cluss.: 16W30; 18G30; 55SO5 

0. Introduction 

The goal of this paper is to determine all the natural relations among primary op- 

erations that occur in the homotopy of a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra over [Fz, the 

field of two elements. Here abelian Hopf algebra means a unitary commutative algebra 

in the category of counitary cocommutative coalgebras. 

The motivation for this problem comes studying the second quadrant cohomology 

spectral sequence, over a finite field, associated to a cosimplicial space (see [3]). The 

&-term of such a spectral sequence is the homotopy groups for the simplicial (unsta- 

ble) algebra obtained from applying cohomology to this cosimplicial space. Given a 

simplicial commutative F2-algebra A. its homotopy groups possess operations 

as constructed in [4, 2, 91. As such they are called Carton-Bous$eld-Dwyer operations. 

In [lo] it is shown that if A, arises from cohomology, as above, then, in the associated 

0022-40491991s see front matter @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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spectral sequence, these operations guarantee that Steenrod operations, which would 

violate instability at E,, do not survive. 

Now if one started off with a cosimplicial iterated loop space, the associated co- 

homology is also a simplicial cocommutative coalgebra. The homotopy of such an 

object B, has a right action of Steenrod operations 

Sq’ : IT~B, + nn_iB 

which can be extracted from [7]. If B. arises from cohomology, as above, then these 

Steenrod operations determine Dyer-Lashof operations in the abuttment. This is shown 

in [ 19, 201 examines a specific example. 

Now the cohomology of a cosimplicial iterated loop space is more than just a sim- 

plicial algebra and a simplicial coalgebra, it is a simplicial Hopf algebra. Given such an 

object H, the added Hopf condition guarantees certain “Nishida relations” amongst the 

above operations, in the homotopy. The determination of these relations is the objective 

of this paper. 

We organize this paper as follows. In Section 1, we review the primary structure 

possessed by the homotopy of simplicial commutative algerbras and simplicial cocom- 

mutative coalgebras. This is codified through the notions of D-algebra and A-coalgebra 

respectively. We then define Hopf D-algebra and state the main theorem that says this 

correctly describes the relations that occur in the homotopy of a simplicial abelian 

Hopf algebra. In Section 2, we describe a natural map between composite fnnctors 

of vector spaces. This natural map is useful in describing a modified Hopf condition 

for abelian Hopf algebras. We also describe a simple relation that occurs in a Hopf 

r-algebra. In Section 3, we review the homotopy of the symmetric (co)-invariants on 

a simplicial vector space. We use this, in Section 4, to reduce the proof of the main 

theorem to showing certain relations occur in the homotopy of the symmetric invari- 

ants on any simplicial commutative algebra. This is reduced further to computing the 

effect, in homotopy, of the natural map of Section 2, prolonged to simplicial vector 

spaces. In Section 5, we show that such a calculation is determined by the effect, in 

homotopy, of a natural idempotent on the Ds-invariants acting on the fourfold tensor 

product of a simplicial vector space (here 0s is the dihedral group of order 8, viewed 

as a subgroup of the symmetric group on four letters). In Section 6, we review some 

needed tools from group cohomology plus a useful theorem from [9] which allows us 

to prove our final reduction to a group cohomological calculation. This calculation is 

performed in Section 7. 

1. Simplicial algebras, coalgebras, Hopf algebras, and their homotopy 

In this section, we review the structure of the homotopy groups for simplicial com- 

mutative algebras and simplicial cocommutative coalgebras. This is expressed through 

the notions of D-algebras and A-coalgebras, respectively. As an immediate consequence 

the homotopy groups of a simplicial bicommutative Hopf algebra possesses both of 
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these structures which the Hopf condition tells us must interact in a meaningful way. 

We codify through the notion of a Hopf D-algebra. The main theorem of this paper is 

that this notion accurately describes this expanded structure. 

We denote the category of commutative algebras (respectively commutative graded 

algebras) by d (respectively J.&). 

Given a graded algebra /1, let IS(A) C As 2 0 denote the ideal of elements x in /l 

such that 1x1 > S. 

Definition 1.1. A r-algebra is a commutative graded algebra /1 together with a map 

such that 

1. I, is exterior under the product of A, 

2. for x, y E I2 

i’2(r7) =1/2(X) + 1/z(7) + x . y, 

3. forx,yEn such that x.yEIz 

We now make the following, as given in [ 121 

Definition 1.2. A D-algebra A is a r-algebra together with maps 

for all 2 <i<n such that 

1. 6, is a homomorphism, for i < n, and 6, = 72: 

2. for x, y E LI such that x . y E A,, then 

di(X ’ .Y) = 

{ 

(x x> MY), 1x1 = 0, 

d;(x) (Y . Y)9 IYl = 09 

0 otherwise, 

3. for x E A, and j<2i then 

b,jSiX = c( i-j+s-1 

i-s 1 
dj+i-.sdsX. 

“‘<,<!?A 2--x 

A map of D-algebras is a map in &, that commutes with the 6;. We denote the 

category of D-algebras by ~29’. 

We denote the category of simplicial commutative algebras by ~02. 
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The following was proved in [9, 131. 

Theorem 1.3. Let A be u simpliciul commutative algebra. Then x,/i is naturully a 

D-algebra, i.e. we have a fimctor 

Remark. The operations 6; in (1.2) were first discovered in [4]. Their properties were 

subsequently derived in [2, 91. In the latter, they were called higher divided squares. 
We will also refer to them as Car&n-BousJeld-Dwyer operations. 

Next, denote the category of cocommutative coalgebras (resp. cocommutative graded 

coalgebras) by %?JzZ (resp. %?LzZ*). 

Given a cocommutative graded coalgebra II we define the coalgebra map 

(:IL+@l7 (1.4) 

called the Verschiebung, as the linear dual of the squaring map (we will give a more 

meaningful definition in the next section). 

Definition 1.5. An A-coalgebra is a cocommutative graded coalgebra Ll together with 

homomorphisms 

Sq’ 1 IIn + IIn-i 

for i > 0 such that for x E fI,s we have 

1. xSq’ = 0 for 2i > n and xSqni2 = t(x), 

2. if Ax = Cx’ 8.x” then 

A(xSq’) = c c (x’Sq”) @ (x”Sq’), 
s+f=i 

3. for j<2i we have 

xsq’sq’= c 
i-s-l ( 1 xSq 

iij-.Ysq”. 

2&j j - 2s 

We define a map of A-coalgebras to be a map in ?Z&* which commutes with the 

Sq’. Denote by X* the category of A-coalgebras. 

Note. A clearly denotes the Steenrod algebra. 

We denote the category of simplicial cocommutative coalgebras by s%&‘. A conse- 

quence of [7] (see also [12]) is the following 

Theorem 1.6. Let I7 be a simplicial cocommutative coalgebra. Then &II is nuturally 

an A-coalgebra. That is, we have a jiinctor 

7-&:s%?d-+Xx*. 
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Recall, now, that a (graded) Hopf algebra (in the sense of [17]) is a (graded) 

module H which is both a (graded) algebra and a (graded) coalgebra for which the 

two diagrams 

H@H 
ABA 

,H@H@H@H 

I l@T@l 

In H@H@H@H 

m@m 

H 
A 

‘H@H 

(1.7) 

and 

commute. A map of Hopf algebras is simply a map of algebras and a map of coalgebras. 

We further define a Hopf algebra to be abelian if it is commutative as an algebra and 

cocommutative as a coalgebra. 

We denote by Xd (resp. X&Y*) the category of abelian Hopf algebras (resp. 

abelian graded Hopf algebras). 

Definition 1.9. A Hopf r-algebra is a pair (H, ~2) consisting of an abelian graded 

Hopf algebra H together with a map 

?;2:@12+H 

satisfying 1-3 of Definition 1.1 along with the additional condition 4 for x f Z2 

&2X = yz(Llx). 

A map of Hopf r-algebras is just a map in yi”, which is also a map of r-algebras. 

Definition 1.10. A Hopf D-algebra is a Hopf r-algebra H together with maps 

6i 1 Hn + Hn+i 

for all 2 5 i 5 n, satisfying conditions l-3 of Definition 1.2, and with maps 

Sq’ : H,, + Hn_j 

for all i > 0, satisfying conditions l-3 of Definition 1 S, such that the following relations 

are satisfied for a fixed x E H,,: 
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1. for each 2<i<n 

A Six = 6; Ax 

and for any yEH, j>O 

(x. YW = c b%“)~ (YW), 

2. for each 2<j<n and i>O 

C (i - j, j - 2i + 2s - 1 )Gj-i+,y(XSq"), i> j, 

(GjX)Sq’ = &2X + c MXW) i=j, 

2.7 > , 

c 
(i - 2S, j - 2i + 2s - 1) Sj-i+y(XSq”), i < j, 

s 

(G,x)Sq’ = I 
0, i > n, 

tj’24 i=n, 

c (xSqS)(xSq’-“) 
2sci 

+ C(i - 2s, n ~ 2i + 2s - l)S,_j+s(xSqs), i<n. 

s 

A map of Hopf D-algebras is simply a map of D-algebras and a map of A-coalgebras. 

We denote the category of Hopf D-algebras by ~-99. 

We denote by s%d the category of simplicial abelian Hopf algebras. 

We now come to the main theorem of this work, whose proof is postponed to 

Section 4. 

Theorem 1.11. Let H be a simplicial abefian Hopf algebra. Then n,H is naturally 

a Hopf D-algebra. That is we have a functor 

We close this section by noting some consequences of this theorem and of the notion 

a Hopf D-algebra in general. These will be proved in [ 141. 

Since objects of &9 are augmented commutative (F2-algebras, the indecomposables 

functor defines a functor 

where the target is the category of unstable D-modules. Let .% be the algebra of 

Cartan-Bousfield-Dwyer operations. Then 622 is the category of unstable &Y-modules 

and we have a functor 
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Let 

be the composite of these two functors. By restriction we have a functor 

where 9 is the category of right &s-modules, ~20 = iF2[Sq”,Sq’]/[(Sq’)*]. This follows 

from 2 of Definition 1 .lO. Let X9+ be the subcategory of connected objects in 2% 

(i.e. isomorphic to F2 in degree 0) and P’+ be the subcategory of connected objects 

in Y (i.e. 0 in degree 0). 

Theorem 1.12. The functor QD : A?9 -+ .Y possesses a right adjoint 

such that the restricted adjoint pair 

is an equivalence qf categories. 

An interesting input to the proof of this theorem is 

Proposition 1.13. Zf H E X9+ then H is a free D-algebra. 

To make this useful for simplicial abelian Hopf algebras we prove 

Theorem 1.14. For H x0-connected in S%S? we have 

Q 
QD(GH) “H, (HI 

where the right-hand side is the Andrt-Quillen homology of H as u simplicial algebra 
(see [12]). 

As an application, let A be a connected simplicial abelian group. Then ffx[A] is a 

connected object of SXSZ so from these results 

and we have a short exact sequence 

0 --f Z/2 ~3 qA + H,e(ffz[A]) + Tor(Z/Z, 7+,/l) + 0. 

This recovers H. Cartan’s main computation in [4]. 
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2. Group actions and consequences of commutativity 

Let V be an [Fz-module and define 

V@” = v @C. ’ ’ @ v. 
m-times 

Then C,, the symmetric group on m letters, acts on V@* by permutation. Thus, for any 

subgroup G < C,, V@“’ is a G-module. With this we define the G-symmetric invariant 

fimctor 

SG : m[F2 + rn[Fl (2.1) 

by 

SG(V)=(V@y 

and the G-symmetric coinvariant functor 

If G=C, then we denote (2.1) by S”’ and (2.2) by S,,,. 

Now, let N E [Fz[G] be defined by 

N=.j-y. 

SEG 

Then the action of N on V@“’ defines a map which factors 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

\ sGv/’ (2.41 

but since, for any x E V@“‘, z(p) = z(x) for any g E G then we have a further factor- 

ization, 

(2.5) 

defining the norm map N. 

Because of its importance later, we analyze the norm map N in the case G = Cl. 

First, we define the diagonal map 

d:@V+ P2 
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by dZ =x @x. This is not a homomorphism, nonetheless we have a commuting diagram 

s2v 

0 /I i 

@V d va2 (2.6) 

(T is not a homomorphism, but z is one. From this we define the exterior square functor 

E2 by E2 V = coker I. We now have the following commutative diagram: 

o-@V 
1 

+S2VY N - 0 (2.7) 

from which we have that E2 V = im N = ker n. Note that rrna is a linear isomorphism. 

As an application of (2.7) we have 

Proposition 2.8. For any w E S2V there exists r E E2 V und x E V, uniquely deter- 
mined by CO, such that 

(0 = v( Cl) + a@). 

Proof. Let la: coker N + S2 V be the composite cr. (T-W-’ so that niT = 1. Then the 

self-map 

1 +&r:s2v+s2v 

satisfies rr( 1 + &r) = 0. Thus since v is injective, there exists a E E2 V such that 

V(CC) = 0 + iTn(w). 

Finally, let x E V be the element which satisfies 

x= (7ca)~‘(7ro). 

The conclusion follows. 0 

Now, given a commutative algebra n the product map 

m:/i@/t+i, (2.9) 
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factors as 

LIB/l m +A 

v P 

2 

Similarly, given a cocommutative coalgebra 17 the coproduct map 

A:n+Il@lI, 

factors as 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

From this we now proceed to prove 

Proposition 2.13. For an abelian Hopf algebra H, there is a natural map of modules 

4:s3s*v4s2s2v 

such that the following diagram commutes: 

S2H ‘9 S2S2H L S2S2H 

To prove this we need the following lemmas. 

Lemma 2.14. Let V be a (graded) module. Then there exist maps c#I’, C#J” of modules 

such that the following diagram commutes: 

s2vc3s2v 

i@i P 

'V@V~V@V ' S2(V@‘v) 

S2(VE3V) ’ v@v@vc3v b S2Y @S2V 

lV@’ by ^T(a@b@c@ )= 

P@P 

Proof. Define ^T: V@’ d c@d@a@b. Then on Vg4, we 

have the identity 

(l~T~l)(T~T)=^T(l~~Tl). 
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From this, the two composites 

and 
l@T@I 

VB4‘V 
B4 P@P 

-s2vC3s2v 

factors to give us the maps 4’ and @‘, respectively. 0 

Lemma 2.15. For a module V there exists a map C#J of modules such that the jbl- 

lowing cube commutes 

s’v 8 s=v 
i@i 

+P 

Proof. The identity (163 T ~3 1 )( T 63 T) = ?( 18 T @ 1) from the proof of Lemma ( 1.7), 

tells us that the composite 

s2v@Is*v SP(V@ V) 
S?P) 

- Psz v 

factors to give us the desired map 4. The commutativity of the cube now follows from 

Lemma 2.14, the surjectivity of p, and the injectivity of i. 0 

Proof of Prop&ion 2.13. The diagram (1.7) can be expanded to give 

HBH 
A@A 

) H@H@H@H 

m 

S?,H ’ ) S,H@S2H m@n 
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which commutes by (2.10), (2.12), Lemma 2.15, the surjectivity of p, and the injec- 

tivity of i. 0 

We now pause to give a useful reinterpretation of Proposition 2.13. 

Let n be a commutative algebra. Then S2/1 is a commutative algebra with product 

s2s2A~s2s2As%s2A (2.16) 

and unit 

[F2 zs2(F2)s3s2A. (2.17) 

Corollary 2.18. For an abelian Hopfalgebra H, the coproduct 

is a map of commutative algebras. 

Also, if ,4 is a r-algebra then ,4 @A is a r-algebra. Moreover, from its definition 

we have 

y2T = Ty2. (2.19) 

Thus S2n is also a r-algebra. 

Now, as an application of Proposition 2.8 we give another interpretation of the 

Verschiebung for a cocommutative coalgebra l7. Fix x E Il. Then $x E S211. By 

Proposition 2.8 there exists unique x E Ezll and /II E I7 such that 

*x = v(a) + 4p>. 

From this we can set t(x) = j. 

We can use this to record a basic relation on a Hopf r-algebra H. Our objective is 

to give a description of the composite 

To do so we define a map 

h:12+H (2.20) 
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which fits in the following expansion of (2.7) 

O- @H 

H - 12 C 
h 

l H 

175 

-0 

Here x is the natural map determined by Proposition 2.8 and the dotted arrow exists 

in positive degrees by 1 of Definition 1.9. 

We can give an explicit description of the map h as follows: for x E H write 

then 

h(x) = Cx’x”. (2.21) 

Proposition 2.22. For a Hopf r-algebra H the diagram 

commutes. 

To prove this, we note that since i: S2H + H @ H is a map of r-algebras then 

$ : H + S2H is a map of r-algebras, by Corollary 2.18 and Definition 1.9. In light of 

this and Proposition 2.8 we are reduced to proving 

Lemma 2.23. Let A be a r-algebra and o E S2A. Write o = v(a) + a@) as in 

Proposition 2.8. Then 

Proof. Since y2 is quadratic, we have 

j’2w = y2v(co + y2a(P> + v(a). a@>. 
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Using the r-algebra map i: S2~ + n @ n we can compute n(v(a). a@)) =O. Also, 

since w EZ~, yza(j) =O. We are thus left with computing ylv(a). Choose z E ,4 @ .4 

such that it maps to c( under /i @ n ---t E2A and let Z be its image in &A. Then in 

ABA 

iv(cc)=(l + T)z 

so that a computation using (2.19) gives us 

iyzv(cx)=y2iv(cc)=(l +T)yzz+z.Tz 

= iv(y) + icQ(;li)) 

for some Y E E2/1 (in fact Y is the image of 72~). Cl 

We end this section by taking a closer look at the map 4. Let V be a module. Then 

we have 

Generators of S2S2 V: 

k VI b, WI, 

G> . [Y> Zl? 

4x1. C(Y) 

for any x,y,z,wE V. 
Generators of S2S2 V: 

Ix. Y, 2,. WI, 

0. Y) 

for any x,y,z,wE V. 
Here g is the map of (2.6). 

The effect of 

4:s2s2v+s2s2v 

is given by 

[x, Yl [z, WI --f [x . z, y . WI + Ix . w, y . zl, 

~(~)~lY,~l--t~~~Y,~~~l, 

a>. O(Y) + 0(x. VI. 

We can use this to compute the kernel and cokemel of 4. First, we have a map 

@: v@‘+ + s,P v 

given by 

a@b@c@dd[[a,b]~[c,d] +[a,c].[b,d] + [a,dl.[b,cl. 
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It is easy to see that 

Further, we have a factorization 

Here E4V is the fourth exterior power of V i.e. the cokemel of the composite 

(@V)@ V @Qd3 V@‘4,S4V 

where d is from (2.6). 

Claim. The induced map 

8:E4V+ ker C$ 

is a linear isomorphism. 

Proof. By naturality of t!I and simplicity of the functor E4, 19 is injective, since it is 

nontrivial. To see surjectivity, we note that 29 is onto when dim V 5 4. Thus, since E4 
is a polynomial fiutctor of degree <_4 the result follows. 0 

Now, an easy calculation shows 

(s*v)* =s*v* 

and 

(s*v)* =s2v*. 

From this and Lemma 2.15 we have 

4*=4. 

Further (Ed V)* = E4 V* so that the claim gives us an exact sequence 

which is natural as functors of modules. This defines a map 

E2 --f Ext$ (E47 E4), 

where .F is the category of endofimctors on the category of modules. L. Schwartz has 

shown (private communication) that this map is an injection. 
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3. Some explicit computations of homotopy groups 

The goal of this section is review the explicit description one can give X,&V and 

z,S*V in terms of rr, V. From this one can determine all the primary operations for 

the homotopy of simplicial (cojcommutative (cojalgebras. 

We begin by summarizing the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem as given in [ 1.5, 91. 

Theorem 3.1. Let V and W be two simplicial [F2-modules. Then there exists a unique 

natural chain map 

D:N(V)@N(W)+N(V@ W) 

which is the identity in dimension 0. 

Moreover, there exists a natural chain map 

E:N(V@ W)4N(V)@N(W) 

such that 

ED=l, DE= 1. 

In [9] it was noticed that since D is necessarily the shuffle map (see [15]) then 

D possesses a symmetry. This symmetry was exploited by Dwyer to construct higher 

order versions of D which we now describe. 

Definition 3.2. For each k 2 0, let 

&:N(V)@N(W)+N(V@ W) 

be the chain map such that for x E N( I’) and y E N( W) 

$k(X@Y)' 
“,“Y, Ix/ =k= 1.4, 

otherwise. 

4k is called an admissible map. 

Let T denote the switching map for either 

or 

N(V@ W)+N(W@V). 

Theorem 3.3. Let V and W be simplicial [F2-modules. For each k > 0 there exists a 
natural chain map 

Dk:[N(V)63N(Wj],+N(VC% W)m-k 

defined for m > 2k and satisfying 
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1. DO + TDOT + r#@=D, 

2. Dk+’ + TDk+‘T + +k+, = i3Dk + Dkd. 

Remark. Dwyer showed in [9] that each Dk is unique in a certain sense. 

In light of (2.10) a computation of the homotopy of &V, for a simplicial module 

V, in terms of rr* V would give a complete picture of the primary operator algebra 

for the homotopy of a simplicial commutative algebra. Such a description is known to 

exist by [8]. We now proceed to make this description explicit. 

Fix a simplicial module V. For each 0 5 i 5 n define 

by 
@(a) = pD”-‘(a @ a) + pD”-‘-‘(a ~3 &I) 

where the Ds are from Theorem 3.3. 

A computation gives us that 

dOi = @id. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Thus, for 2 5 i <n, 0, induces a natural map 

si : rcn, v + 7Tn+,& v. (3.6) 

Also, the chain map 

pD:N,V@NN,V+N,,,S2V 

induces a homomorphism 

m : qs v @J 7ct v --) rc,+& v. 

Combining the results of [4, 2, 91 we are led to 

(3.7) 

Proposition 3.8. Let V be a jixed simplicial module. Dejine W to be the graded 

module with basis 

hi(x) for xEq,V and 2<i<n, 

X.Y for XE~C,V and y~n,V. 

Define a submodule B in W with basis 

6i(X + Y) + di(X) +  ai + 
{ 

0, 2iiCn for x,yEz,V 
x. y, 

i = n, 

x.y+ y’x jbr xEn,V and y~qV, 

x~(y+~)+x~y+x~z for XEX,V and y,z~n,V, 

x.x for xEn,V and n>O. 
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Then the map W + II,& V given by 

x.y+rn(x@y), 

l&x + &x 

is natural and induces a linear isomorphism 

Next, consider the composite 

Nn V 2Nn+iSz V 3 Nn+iS2 V 

of chain maps. Here N is the norm map (2.7). This induces a natural map 

Gi 1 iTn, V + 7C&,S2 V 

for each 0 5 i <n. Also, the composite 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

N, V @ Nt V A N,+,( V @I V) 3 I’&& V 5 N,+,S2 V 

induces the homomorphism 

z:7c,VCWtV+?I,+JV. 

The following is given in [ 121. 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Proposition 3.13. Let V be a simplicial module. Let T be the graded vector space 

with basis 

gi(x) for xEq,V and Oii<n, 

[x,y] for xczn,V and y~z,V, 12, m 2 0. 

Let R be the submodule of T with basis 

[x, VI + [YGI for xEn,V, yE7rmV, n,m>O, 

[x,y+zl+b,~1+b,zl forxE7bK _v,zE71,V, n,m>O, 

Gi(x + y) + 0i(x) + ai + 
i 

0, O<i<n, 

[x9 Yl, i=n for x,yE7c,V, 

[x,x] for xE7c,V, n>O. 

Then the map T--f ?I+‘$~ V defined by 

oi(X) 4 ai( 

[x3 VI --) z(x @J Y) 

induces a natural linear isomorphism 

T/R E z,S2 V. 
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Moreover, if we let 

be induced by the composition of chain maps 

NS2V~N(V@V)%D’&W 

(see Theorem 3.1) then for XEIC,V y~z,,,V n,m>O 

e(k,yl)=x@y+ y@x 

and for xEn,V O<i<n 

0, 
e(~i(x>>= x~x 

{ ’ 

O<i<n, 

i = n. 

We take a moment to note a corollary given in 1121. 

Corollary 3.14. The efSect of the homomorphism 

N, : n,S2 V + z,S2 V 

is given by 

x.Y-b,Yl 

,fbr x~rc,V, y~n,V, n,m>O, and 

di(X) + gi(X) 

IX1 

,fbr x E rt, V, 2 2 i < n. Moreover, under the homomorphism (2.6) 

I* :@71,V+71,S2V 

,ve have 

imz, =kerN,. 

Finally, given Il in s%&‘, then for x E rr,L’ Proposition 3.13 tells us that 

$*x = C[x’,x”] + coj(xsq’) (3.15) 

which defines the action of the Steenrod operations. From this and Corollary 3.14 we 

conclude 1 of (1.5). Also, we define the coproduct 

A:n,Ill--+~,lI@~-~~ll (3.16) 

by e&+ from Proposition 3.13. 
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4. Reduction in the proof of the main theorem 

In this section, we use the results of the previous two sections to state a theorem 

which allows us to prove Theorem 1.11. First, recall that if A is a simplicial commuta- 

tive algebra then S2A is also a simplicial commutative algebra using (2.16). Further if 

A is a simplicial abelian Hopf algebra then, by Corollary 2.18, the coproduct induces 

a simplicial algebra map $ : A + S2A. Thus the induced map $* on homotopy groups 

is a map of D-algebras. Hence one approach to proving Theorem 1.11 is to determine 

rc,S2A as a D-algebra based upon Proposition 3.13. For this we now state 

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a simplicial commutative algebra. Then for the associated 
simplicial commutative algebra S2A the following relations hold in the D-algebra 

7c*S2A : 

(a) Fou x E n,A, 0 < i < II, 2 <j 5 n + i, 

(b) ForxEwl, y~x,A, 2<j<n+m, 

i 

Oj(X. Y) + [x ‘.% ~/VI if n=O, 

hj[X,y]= Crj(X-,V)+ [6,X,-V JJ] {f m =O, 

q/(x. Y) otherwise. 

(c) For XEZ,A, y~n,A, O<i<n, O<j<m 

gi(x) 'oj(.Y)=~i+_j(x'.Y). 

(d) For x~z,,A, y,z~z*A, O<i<n 

aG> . [Y, 21 = 
[x. y,x.z] if i=n, 
o otherwise. 

(e) For x,y,z,w~x*A 

[x, y] . [z, w] = [x z, y . w] + [x . w, y. z]. 

With this we now pause to prove Theorem 1.11. First, by Theorems 1.3 and 1.6, 

x,H is both a D-algebra and an A-coalgebra. Moreover, A is a map of simplicial com- 

mutative algebras by (2.10) and Lemma 2.14. By Theorems 3.1 and 1.3 we conclude 

x,H is a Hopf r-algebra. 

We now proceed to establish 1 and 2 of Definition 1.10. For the remainder of this 

section we fix x t q,H 

$*x= c [x,Lx,3 
k 

as in (3.15). 

and write 
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1. The first part is an easy consequence of the fact that A is a map of simplicial 

commutative algebras. For the second part let y E n,H and write 

ti*Y = c [vi, YYI + c it. 
I t 

By Theorem 4.1 we have 

($*x) ($*v) = c ~&W). dJ&‘) 
s,t 

=Ic ix gi xsqs . ysq’ ) 

i>O s+t=i ) 

where, herein after “s” means “equal modulo [ , I’s”. By (3.15) we have 

$**(X Y) ZE C ai((X ’ Y)Q’). 

The conclusion follows from Corollary 2.17. 0 

2. Fix 2 < j<n. By (3.15) we have 

$*,6i(X)= C ai((bjx)Sq'). 

Next, Theorem 4.1 gives us 

k 

--&(x;.x;)+Cq 

k i 

When i < j we immediately get the third equation. When i > j the expression 

m ( I=( -m+r- 

r Y 

gives us the first equation. 

1 

> 

When i = j we just need to verify 
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which is just a consequence of Proposition 2.22. Finally, combining Theorem 4.1 and 

Definition 1 .I we get 

s,l+b*x = c f&(X; .x;> + c G,o,(xSq”) + c ~.&$7”)~ ~,c@‘) 
k 

k 

E C fT,(Xl .Xi) + C G,CJy(XSq') + 1 CTi C XSq" 'XSqi-" 
k s 120 2s < i 

and so proceeding as before gives us the remaining equations. The conclusion follows 

from Corollary 2.17. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.11. 0 

We end this section by describing our strategy for proving Theorem 4.1. Our main 

objective is to reduce our computations to ones in group cohomology. For this we 

want to follow the classic approach developed by Adem in [1] as made systematic by 

Dwyer in [9]. To accomplish this we first note that Theorem 4.1 easily follows from: 

Proposition 4.2. Let V be u simplicial module. Then the effect of the map 

in homotopy is given by the following: 

(a) ForxErc,,V,O<i<n,2<j<n+i 

f$*lp;(x) = ,g ( ;s;;_‘, ) ++.,--“&(x). 

(b) For XE~C~V,~E~~,,,V, 2<i<n+m, 

{ 

or(x . y) + [x . x, &xl jbr n=O, 

4*6i[X, _Y] = (Tj(X . y) +  [6iX, _Y . _Y] for m = 0, 

c,(x. Y> otherwise. 

(c) ForxEz,V, y~z,,,V, Osi<n, O<j<m, 

4*C”lCx) ’ 0jC.V)) = Oi+j(X .V>. 

(d) For x~n,V, y,z~z,V, O<i<n, 

$*(cq(x> [y,z]) = i tr” y,x z3, ;yLe 

(e) For x,y,z,w~z,V, 

4*([X,Yl [z,wl)= Lx ‘Z,Y. WI + LX’ W,Y ‘Zl. 
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We are now reduced to analyzing the natural map 4 :&S2 -S’Sz of functors on 

simplicial vector spaces as induced in homotopy. Unfortunately, this map cannot di- 

rectly be described in a way that will allow us to use Dwyer’s techniques for translating 

to group cohomology. To get around this, in the next section we use the normalizing 

map N : S2 + S2 to show that r$ fits into a commuting diagram involving a natural map 

LY : S2S2 + S2S2. Using the fact that S2S2 V = (V @ 4)D8, where 0s < CJ is the dihedral 

group of order 8, we show that the map LX does have the properties that allows us to 

use Dwyer’s techniques and, in fact, easily translate to map of group cohomology that 

is computable. In Section 6, we briefly review the techniques of group cohomology 

that we need which will be used in the final section to make our required calculations. 

5. Further reductions 

In this section, we show how translate information from the map 4 :S2S2V +S2&V 

to a new map a : S2S2 V -+ S2S2V whose properties make it much more useful for 

calculations. 

We start by recalling from Section 3, that we have the norm map 

N,/ : S, V + S2 V 

whose effect is 

x . y + Lx, VI. 

Consider now the maps 

Ns2 r, : S2S2 V + S2S2 V 

and 

S2 NV : S2S2 V --+ S2S, V. 

It is well known that S2S2V =Sx2~“V where & s .Zz is the wreath product of C2 

and C2, i.e. the subgroup of C4 which fits into the split extension 

14 c2 x c* + Z2JC* + c* --) 1 (5.1) 

where, in terms of transpositions, we have 

12 x C2 = ((1,2),(3,4)), 

z2 = ((1,3)(2,4)). 

Moreover, it is well-known that Z2 J 12 N Ds; the dihedral group of order 8. We thus 

have the identity 

s2s2 v P SD8 v. (5.2) 
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Lemma 5.3. There exists a natural idempotent map 

cc:SD8V+S DRV 

such that the diagram 

s2s2 v 
N+ Y 

+sDx v 

s2s2 v tsDx v 
S”N,, 

commutes. Explicitly 

a = 1 + Y(z&Ds)t(Dx, C4). 

The proof will follow from the next lemma. 

Lemma 5.4. There exists a natural map 

such that the diagram 

s2(vg2) 

N, ~2 

+ S2( vg2 ) 

(S2 VP2 ) (S2 vp2 
(N,.)@: 

commutes. Here #I is the map qf’ Lemma 2.14. Indeed, we can take 

8 = Et(Cz, c2 X &) 

where the transfer is associated with the diagonal C2 + 12 x C2 and E is the isomor- 

phism induced by 1 @ T @ 1 : VB4 + V@‘. 

Proof. First, we have commuting diagrams 

P4 
1+(1,3)(2,4) 

F P4 

S2( P2 > ) S2(V@2) 
N IV@2 
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and 

(As, v)@2-&s2 vp2. 
,@32 

An easy computation shows that the diagram 

1+(1,3)(2,4) 
P4. P4 

I (2,3)(1+(1.3)) 

187 

v 184 
(1+(1,2))(1+(3,4)) 

k P4 

commutes. Consider now the map 

S2(V @2 ‘I )ZV . 84 

In the group ring F2[C4], we have the identity 

(273X1 + (L3))(L3)(2,4) =(I + (1,2))(2,3)(1,3)(2,4) 

=(I + (1,2))(1,2)(3,4)(2,3) 

=((1,2)(3,4) + (3,4))(2,3). 

This shows that the image of the above map is invariant under the action of 

(( 1,2), (3.4)). We thus have a commuting diagram 

‘I,@2 
S2( P2)- v 634 

I, x 

1 ! 

(2,33(1+(1.3)) 

(S2 v P2 1P4 
if?’ 

defining 8. 
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Combining these four diagrams and Lemma 2.14 gives us a cube 

\ \ 
w@*) S2( P) Ittl 04 P4 

\ \ 

(S,V> @* - 632 (S2V) 

from which our desired commutative diagram results. The identification of M” follows 

from our construction and the definition of transfer. 0 

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Consider the composite 

S2S2VS’(il_)S2~V~2)~(S2V~Q12. 

From Lemma 5.4 and a computation we have 

a”(1,2)(3,4)=&(1,2)(3,4)t(&,& x &)=(1,3)(2,4)c(“. 

Thus (1,3)(2, 4)a”S2(iy) = cJ’S2(iV). Hence, we have a diagram 

S2S2( V) 
S’(i,.) 

,S2( V@‘2) 
I I 

2 1 1 a” 

S2S2(V) is21 qs2vp2. 

By Lemmas 2.15 and 5.4 our desired diagram commutes. From this and the identity 

(2,3)(1,3)=(1,3)(1,2) we arrive at the commuting diagram 

S2S2( V)- vB4 

I I ! (1,3)+(2,3) 

S2S2( V)- P4 

Clearly 1,(2,3),( 1,3) are coset representatives for Ds in &. Also ((2,3) + ( 1,3))2 = 

(1,3)(1,2)+(2,3)(1,2) from the above and the identity (1,3)(2,3)=(2,3)(1,2). Hence 

c?=c(. 0 
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Corollary 5.5. The following cube commutes: 

s2s2v ’ s2s2v 

\ a 
\ 

S2W2) S2(VB2) ‘!tl 1 v 
2 s2s2v 

a" 

\ \ 

Proof. This easily follows from Lemmas 2.15, 5.3, 5.4, and naturality. 0 

Note. The effect of the map 

on elements is 

[b> VI, [z, WI1 4 [[x,zl, [Y, WI1 + [LT WI, [YJII, 

[4x), [YJII + Kh Yl, b,zllv 

[4X)> 4Y)l + 4% YL 

4X>Yl + dX,Yl~ 

from which we easily verify idempotence. We further note that the module of natural 

maps 

C-P i (-p 

on the category of &-modules has as basis the set { 1, a}. In light of this, Lemma 5.3 

should not be surprising. 

Now, by Proposition 3.13 we have 

Proposition 5.6. The following are generators of nn,S2S2V: 

(a) fTjCTi(X)fOrXE71,V, O<i<n, O<j<n+i. 

(b) aJx,y]forxEn,V, y~n,V, O<i<n+m. 

CC) [cJi(X),Oj(y)]for xEn,V, yEn,V, 0 5 i 5 n, 0 I j 5 m. 

Cd) [g;(x), [y,zll for x E n, V, y,z E 7~ V, 0 I i 5 n. 
(e) [Lx, VI, k ~11 for x, y,z, w E 71, V. 

By Corollary 3.14, the effect of the map 

(NszV)* : n,S2S2 V 4 n,S2S2 V 
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is given by 

djioj(X) + OjOl(X), 

6j[X, VI + a&, VI, 

ai . aj(Y> 4 [ai(x>~ oj(Y)l, 

ai(x) b,zl + [“i(X), [.Y3zll, 

ix, Yl . [z, WI --f Kx, Yl, LT wll. 

Also, the effect of the map 

(S2Nv), : n*S2S2 V + n+S2S2 V 

is given by 

Cihj(X)+ OiOj(X), 

ai(x Y> --j ai[x, Yl, 

i6iCxh sj(U>l + [“i(xh aj(Y>l, 
[4(x), Y zl + [o-i(X), LY,zll, 

b Y,Z WI + [[x, Yl, [z, wll. 

Further, by Proposition 3.13, the effect of the map 

(&iv)* : 7c*s2s2 v + 7t*S2( V@) 

is given by 

i = 1x1, 

otherwise, 

i=IxI, j=lyl, 
otherwise, 

(xC3x)~(y&3z+z@y), i=IxI, 

otherwise, 

[x,y].[z,w] ---) (x@y+yc3x)~(z@3w+w@3z). 

Also, the effect of the map 

(is,v)*: n,S2S2V + 71,(S2V)@2 

is given by 

i=lXl +j, 
otherwise, 
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bi(X. Y> + 
(X.Y)@(X.Y), i=IxI + IYI, 
o 

otherwise, 

[6i(Xh h,(y)1 + hi(X) @ Sj(y> + aj(X) @ 6i(Xh 

[hi(X)3.Y 'Z]+ di(X)@((y 'z) + (.Y 'z)C36i(X), 

[x~y,z~w]~(x~y)~(z~w)+(z~w)~(x~y). 

From this we conclude that the map 

(PNV), @(i&,,)* : 7c*s*s*v + Tc*s2s2v@71*(&v) $2 

is injective. We are thus reduced, by Corollary 5.5, to computing, in homotopy, the 

maps induced by IX and 4”. For this we have 

Proposition 5.7. Let V be a simplicial module. Then the @ect of 

x* : TL*s2s2 v + 7t,s2s2 v 

is given by 

(a) ForxE~,V,O<i<n,O<j<n+l, 

(b) ForxE~,V,yE7C,V,OIi<n+m, 

(c) For XE~C,V, ygnn,V, 0 < i < n, 0 <j < m, 

R*["i(x)9~ji(Y)l =Oi+j[X3.Y1. 

(d) ForxE71,V,y,zE71,V,OIi<n, 

?*[cJi(XL [Y~ZII = 
[b,~1,[~,zl1, i=n, 
0 

otherwise. 

(e) For x,y,z,w~~*V, 

u*[[x, Yl, [z, WI1 = [b,zl, [Y> WI1 + [[XT WI, [Y,Zll. 

Proposition 5.8. Let V be a simplicial module. Then the e&t qf 

C/I:/: 7c*As*( VB2) + 7C*(& V)@ 

is given by 

(a) For xErc,V, y~q,V, ~EII~V, 2 5 j In+m, 

6jx@(y.y), m=O, 

(X.X)@djjy, n=O, 

0 otherwise. 
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(b) For x, y, z, w E 71, V, 

K[(x @ y) . (z c3 w)] = (x . z) @(y. w). 

We will actually prove a much more general result then Proposition 5.8. To state it 

we first need the following set up. 

Let V and W be modules. Then the map 

induces 

--I, 
CjI :S*(V@ w)+&v@&w. 

Following the proof of Lemma 5.4 verbatim gives us 

Lemma 5.9. There exists u map 

2’:S2(V@ w)+s2v@s2w 

such that the diagram 

S2(Vc?JW) 

Nv @ I,’ 
' P(Vc3W) 

commutes. Indeed we can take 

2’ = &t(&, c2 x Cl) 

as in Lemma 5.4. 

Proposition 5.10. Let V and W be simplicial modules. Then the efSect of 

~“:n*S*(V@ W) + 7c,S2V@S2W 

is given by 

(a) ForxEq,V, y~n,V,2<j<n+m 

{ 

6jx@(y.y), m=O, 

Ty;j,(X@Y)= (X'X)@djY, fZ=O, 
0 otherwise. 

(b) For x,z E z, V, y, w E IT, W, 

&(x C3 y) (z 63 w)] = (x . z) C3 (y . WI. 
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Clearly Proposition 5.10 implies Proposition 5.8. Finally, Proposition 4.2 follows 

from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, Propositions 5.7 and 5.8. The proof of Propositions 5.7 and 

5.10 will be given in the last section. 

6. Recollections on group cohomology 

In this section, we gather the tools necessary for proving Propositions 5.7 and 5.10. 

The key is the following theorem found in [9]. 

Theorem 6.1. Given a simpiiciat module V and a subgroup G 5 C, there exists u 

natural homomorphism 

YG :II;S~V + @Hk(G;Ri+kVQm) 
O<k 

such that jbr a subgroup H < G 

r(G,H)Y” = YHr(G,H), t(H, G)YH = YGt(H, G). 

The usefulness of the map of Theorem 6.1 is now made precise by the following. 

Proposition 6.2. For any simpkciaf module V, the natural homomorphism of 
Theorem 6.1 is injective for the group &. 

Note. Theorem 6.1 is different from Proposition (5.1) in [9] in that the source in- 

volves S G. One can obtain our map directly from Dwyer’s construction by ignoring 

the introduction of the norm element. Furthermore, Proposition 6.2 is a strengthening of 

Lemma 5.11 in [9] and, as such, we present its modified proof making liberal reference 

to section 5 of [9]. 

Proof. We first prove the result for V =K(n) the Eilenberg-MacLane object. From 

[9] we have 

i 

0, S<fl, 

N,(K(n) E4 K(n)) = nonzero, n < s I2n, 

0, 2n<s. 

Let C be the Cl-chain complex such that 

F2[C21(4, n <s I2n, 

CT = F,(Y), 

{ 

n =s, 

0 otherwise. 

If we write C2 = (1, T}, then the differential 8 on C is given by 

&,+l = (1 + T)x,, n<s<2n, 

kl+l = y. 
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Write rc, K(n) = [F2(a) and define a map 

f : c + Awn) 63 K(n)) 

By Proposition 3.3 of [9] this is a map of &-chain complexes. Moreover, it is a 

quasi-isomorphism. Let F be the ftmctor H’(C2; -). We wish to compute 

H,F(C) + K”F( C). 

To do so define the complex ? by 

E = ~2[C21(%), s 1% 
s 

i 0, otherwise 

with differential 2 given by 22;. $+r = (1 + r&. This is clearly a free &-chain complex 

and the map 

c+c 

given by 

is clearly a quasi-isomorphism. Thus, 2F(C) =F’(C) and an easy calculation gives 

that 

H,F(C) -+ .?PF(C) 

is an injection for all s. 

To obtain the general case, we first take V so that NV is bounded above. Then we 

have a weak equivalence 

@K(n,)+ V. 
i( 

Thus it suffices to show that if Y” is injective for WI and W2 then it is injective for 

WI @ W2. First, we have a decomposition of 

N((WI @ W2)@‘(K @ W2)) 

as 

N(WI~WI)~N(W~~W~)~N((WI~WW~)~(WW~~WI)). 

Since the last summand is &-free and since Y’z respects this decomposition, injectivity 

follows. A limit argument completes the proof. 0 
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Corollary 6.3. For any simplicial module V, YG is injective for G = C2 x C2 and 

G=CZJC2. 

The proof is just a spe’cialized adaptation of Lemmas 5.12 and 5.13 of [9]. 

We now review some basic tools from the cohomology of groups (see [5] or [ll]). 

Consider the extension of finite groups 

K-G-Q. 

Let M be a G-module. Then we have a first quadrant spectral sequence 

El,+ =H*(Q; H*(K;M))+ H*(G;M). 

Here H*(K;M) is a Q-module since we have the functor 

HO(K,-):%?G +99 Q. 

To make this spectral sequence useful we have 

(6.4) 

Lemma 6.5. Given a diagram 

whose rows are extensions then the induced map 

H*(Q’; H*(K’; M)) + H*(Q; H*(K;M)) 

is a map of spectral sequences for a Q-module M. Moreover, the induced map on 
E, is compatible with 

H*(G’;M) + H*(G;M). 

Further, if the vertical maps are injective, then the map 

H*(Q; H*(K;M))4H*(Q’; H*(K’;M)) 

induced from the associated transfers, becomes a map of spectral sequences. 
the induced map on Em is compatible with the associated transfer, 

H*(G;M) + H*(G’;M). 

Again, 

Let H, K be subgroups of a finite group G. A double coset representation of G with 

respect to H and K is a subset S C G such that 

G= UHCK 
ots 
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and is minimal among all such subsets. Next, if x E G and J < G define the conjugation 

map 

c, : J -m/x-’ 

by c,(u) =XZC’. 

Proposition 6.6. Let S be a double coset representation of G with respect to H and 
K and let M be a G-module. Then for CI E H*<K;M) 

r(G, H)t(K, G)(a) = c t(H nxKx_‘,H)r(xKx-‘, H nxKxC’)c,(x) 
XES 

=c t(H nxKx-‘, H)c,r(K,x-‘Hx n K)(u) 
XES 

holds in H*(H;M). 

Finally, we recall (see [5, p.2561) that if u E H*(K;M) and x E H*(G;M) then 

t(K, G)[(r(G, K)u) . x] = 11. t(K, G)x. (6.7) 

7. Final proof 

In this section, we prove Propositions 5.7 and 5.10 using the methods of the previous 

section. First, we need some basic results to facilitate our computations. 

Let K(n) be the Eilenberg-MacLane module so that n,K(n) = Fz(a) 

n > 0. Then by Proposition 3.13 

z,S2K(n) z 
E2 (o,(a)), *=n+i, O<i<n, 
0 

, otherwise. 

Also H*(C2; F2) = F2[w] where w is dual to the generator H’(C2; Fz) c” 

have 

Proposition 7.1. Under the homomorphism 

Yzz : IT S2K(n)+ H*(&; 52) * 

of Theorem 6.1 

yz2 oi(a) = w2n--i 

jbr all 0 I i < n. 

Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 6.2. 0 

where Ial = 

lJ3. We then 

Now, take K(m) so that 7cn,K(m) z Fz(b) where lb1 =m > 0. 
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Proposition 7.2. Let M be the &-submodule of z* (K(n) x K(m)) @’ generated b>j 

a@ b. Then 

i > 0, 

i = 0. 

Proof. For i > 0 this just follows from the fact that M is a free Cl-module. For i = 0 

we note that under the projections 

S2(K(n) x K(m)) + S2K(n>, 

5”(K(n) x K(m)) + S*K(m), 

[a, b] projects to 0 in homotopy. Hence, by naturality and Proposition 6.2 the result 

follows. 0 

Proposition 7.3. Consider the extension 

C2 xC2 H D8 -++ C2. 

Then for u simplicial module V 

H*(D8; 7~~ VB4) ‘v H*(C2; H*(C2; n, V@2)@2). 

Moreover, we huve a fkctorization 

Proof. Define functors 

and 

F2 : %z2 t (modules) 

by 4 =H”(C2 XC=; -) and F2 =H”(Z2; -). Then 4 preserves injectives and F2 OF, = 

H”(DX; -). So by (5.8) of [9], 

.%(F2 o F, ) z .2F2 o B?F, 
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Thus, it suffices to compute H,(.%Fz o 24) for NV @4 Since we have an equivariant . 

equivalence 

NVB4 4 (71, V)@4 

and since %fF, is Cz-equivalent to %F2 @ &!F2 we conclude that we have a 

C2 -equivalence 

WF,(NV”) + H*(&; II, V@2)@2 

so by (5.10) of [9] 

H,((gfi o Bfi)(NV”)) = H*(&; H*(&; n* V@2)@2). 

The identification of YD8 follows, again, from (5.8) of [9]. 0 

Note. The identification in Proposition 7.3 can also be worded to say that the spectral 

sequence (6.4) collapses at the E*-term. We also note that this identification gives us 

a choice of representatives for the generators for the cohomology of Ds, but we will 

see that in most cases the spectral sequence (6.4) has only one nontrivial column or 

row at E2, forcing our hand. 

Before proving Proposition 5.7, we note that by Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 6.1 we 

have 

x * y/D8 = yDxfJ *. (7.4) 

Also, combining Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 6.6, we have 

Proposition 7.5. Let A 5 D8 be the subgroup (2,3)Dg(2,3)f’Dg. Then the map 

c(* : H*(Ds; z, VB4) + H*(D8; n* VB4) 

satisfies the identity 

cc+ = t(A,Ds)c(2,3y(Ds, A). 

Now, we proceed to prove Proposition 5.7. To do so we exploit naturality using the 

representability of homotopy (see [12]) and reduce to universal examples. To this end 

we fix the following throughout: 

WW) = E2 (a), Ial = m, 

n,K(n) = F2(b), Ibl = n, 

nX(p) = E2(d), I4 = P, 

71X(q) = F2(e), lel = 4, 

where m, n, p, q L 0. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.7. part (a): First, since A=& xC2, H*(A; F2) 2 F2[v’,v2] 

where q, v2 E H’(A; lb) is dual to the elements of H’(A; IF2) associated to the gener- 

ators of A. We now summarize a result in [9]. 

Proposition 7.6. There exist elements x, y E H’(Dg; F2) and z E H2(Dg; F2) such that 

1. H*(Ds; F2) = ~2br~,zll(xy), 
2. 

r(&, A)x = 02, 

Wx,A)y=O, 

Wx,A)z = VI(UI + v2), 

- 
t(A, Ds)v; = 0. 

Proof. (1) Follows from Proposition 7.3 plus a determination of extensions which is 

performed in [ 11. 

(2) Is another calculation done in [l]. 

(3) Is a computation performed in [9]. 0 

Proposition 7.7. Under the homomorphism 

YDX: z,S%C(m) -+ H*(D8; lF2), 

~~~~~~~~~~ =Xm+i-_jZm-i. 

Proof. As shown in [9], under the identification of Proposition 7.3, x’ is the element 

w’ in H’(C~,H”(C~;~2,K(m)~2)~2) and z’ is the element w’ @ww’ in H”(C2;H’(C2; 
7~~,,JC(rn)~~)~*). The result now follows from Propositions 7.1 and 7.3. 0 

Before getting to our main computation, we need 

Lemma 7.8. Let N E Z and a > r 2 0. Then 

og$) (,“J=(“f’). 
Proof. This follows from an easy induction on r using the general Pascal’s 

identity. 0 

Now, combining (7.4), Propositions 7.5, 7.6, and 7.1 we have 

yl%*q~;(a) = LX*(Xm+i-V--i) 
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= t(d, 08 )c(2,3)y@8, d >(x”z’> 

= t(d,Ds)c(2,3)(VsV~(Vl + V2)l) 

= t@,D8><V;V;<Vl + 212)‘) 

=t(d,D8) c (05kSf (; j VYkv;+k) . (7.9) 

Here we have the identity s =m + i ~ j and t =m - i. We have also slipped in 

c(2,3)Vl = V2. 

Now, by (6.7) and Proposition 7.6, (7.9) becomes 

S + t - k - 1 - 1 

(7.10) 

where the last equality follows since k <s + t - 21. Now, for each k 

s+t-k-l-l 

1 I=( 

s+t-k-l-l -l- 1 

= sft-k-21-1 ) ( ) s+t-21-k-l ’ 

Applying Lemma 7.8, we obtain 

s+t-k-l-l 

oz,(:) ( I )=(s,tr,‘1 j. 

Thus, (7.10) becomes 

C( 

t-l-l s-i-l 

0<2/<s+r s + t - 21 - 1 1 

XS+r-21ZI = 

c( ji2.s 
2s-j-1 ) 

Xn-i-~+2sZn--s 

_ 

upon letting I= n - s. 

Combining Proposition 6.1, (7.4), Propositions 7.5 and 7.7 we arrive at our desired 

result. 

Proof of Proposition 5.7. parts (b) and (c): As before, it is sufficient to prove it for 

the case V = K(m) x K(n). 
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Let N be the Cd-submodule of n,(K(m) x K(n))@’ generated by a@a @b@h. As 

such N is a direct summand of rc,(K(m) x K(n))@’ as a X4-module. Further, as a 

Ds-module 

N=Nl@N2, 

where NI is generated by a@a@ b@ b and N2 is generated by a@b@a @ b. Now, 
writing the extension of (5.1) as 

where B = (( 1,2),(3,4)) E & x &, then N is a direct sum of two trivial B-modules. 

Thus by the Kunneth theorem 

H*(B; Nl) = H*(B,F2)cBH*(B; [F2) = Fz[i;,i;l@ Fz[i3’]. 

Here .X2 acts by exchanging summands, which is a free &-action. Hence, (6.4) implies 

that 

H*(Ds;Nl) = ~"~~2;~*(bW) E E2[11,121> 

where [I corresponds to ii @ $’ and 12 corresponds to ii $ iy, I[, I= 1 = 112 1. 

Next, N2 is a free B-module so by (6.4) 

H*(Dg;Nz) = H*(Z2;Ho(B;N2)) = E2[5] 

with 141 = 1. 

Now, we have an extension 

so that 

H*(A;N,) 2 HaV2;ff*V2;N,)) p ~z[vll, Ivl= 1, 

since Nt is a direct sum of two trivial &-modules with respect to the inner &-action 

and so proceed as above. Now, NZ factors into Ni G? NT as A-modules where Ni is 

generated by a @ b 18 a @b and NT is generated by a @b @ b @ a. 
Thus 

H*(A;Nz) N E,[,It] $ Fz[~z] IAil= 1 i= 1,2 

by a computation as above. 

Proposition 7.11. (1) Under the map r(Dg, A) : H*(Dg; N) +H*(A; N) 
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(2) Under the map C(Z,J) : H*(A; N) + H*(A;N) 

9+h, 

12 + il. 

(3) Under the map t(A,Dg) : H*(A; N) + H*(Ds;N) 

rr + 0, 

n;+i’, 

n; + 5’ 

for all r > 0. 

Proof, (1) Consider the diagram of extensions 

where 6 is the diagonal map. This induces 

H’(&; H*(B; N1)) + H”(&; H*(&;Nl)) 

and 

H*(&; H”(B;N2)) + H*(&;H”(&; N2)). 

These are the restriction maps 

H*(D8;Ni)+H*(A;Ni) 

for i = 1,2, by our above computations and Lemma 6.5. The first restriction is an easy 

computation. For the second restriction we have H’(B; Nz) E lb and H’(&; N2) E 

IF2 @ [Fz so that the induced map [Fz + [Fz @ [Fz is the diagonal map. 

(2) This is an easy consequence of the fact that 

(3) First, N2 is a free B-module so that r(Ds,B) is trivial on H*(Ds;&) in positive 

degrees. Next, Nr is a direct sum of two trivial B-modules thus 

H*(B;Nz) 21 ~2[~1,~21@~2[(~1,(~21 

where Iyi 1 = 1 = Iqi 1, i = 1,2. From the diagram of extensions 

B-B++ 1 

II l, I 
B H D8 -++ C2 
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and Lemma 6.5, the restriction map r(Ds,B) on H*(Ds;Nt ) is equal to the inclusion 

HO(C2;H*(B;N,))-,H*(B;N1). 

Thus 

We now pause to bring in the transfer 

Claim. 

r(L43,B)t(d,Ds) = 0. 

Proof. By Proposition 6.6 

~(~8,~)~(4~8) = tKm-(dn 

where 

I-AfIB. 

Since I is a factor of B, r(B, Z) is onto, but r(Z, B)r(B,Z) = 0 so that t(Z, B) = 0. Cl 

From this claim and our computations, we conclude that 

t(d,Ds)1,1 =cir, 

c, E 1F2, i = 1,2. From Proposition 6.6, we have 

408, d)t(d,&) = 1 + ‘31,2). 

Since 

(1,2)NI =N1, 

(1,2)N/ ==N:l, 

we get that under Y(@, A)t(A,L&) 

n; + R; CBA;. 

SO Ci = 1 for i = 1,2. Finally, t(A,&)tf = 0 since q’ is in the image of r(&, A). 0 

Now, the relevance of the module N comes from 

Proposition 7.12. (1) For 0 5 i 5 m, 0 5 j < n, 

YD’[ai(U),~j(b)]=~;l-ii~-jEH*(D8;N~). 
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(2) For 0 < i 5 m + n 

Y%i[U, b] = t”+m-i E H”(D*; N*). 

Proof. These follow from Propositions 7.1-7.3. 0 

Combining Corollary 6.3, (7.4) Propositions 7.5, 7.11, and 7.12 gives us our desired 

result. 

Proof of Proposition 5.7. purt (d): Again it is sufficient to prove the result for V = 

K(m) x K(n) x K(p). Let N be the Cd-submodule of rc* V @4 generated by a 8 a @b 

~3 d. As such it is a summand of the Cd-module n, V @‘. 

Proposition 7.13. For all 0 < i < m 

Y’” [oi(a), [b, d]] E H”-‘(&; N). 

Proof. Again, this is a computation utilizing Propositions 7.1-7.3. 0 

Now, since N is a free d-module, then by (7.4) and Proposition 7.5 the result 

follows from a computation utilizing Proposition 3.13 and Corollary 5.5. 

Proof of Proposition 5.7. part (e): Let V =K(m) x K(m) x K(p) x K(q) and N the 

Cd-submodule of rc, VB4 generated by a @ b @ d @ e. 

Proposition 7.14. 

‘@)x[[a,bl,[4ell Eff*(Ds;N). 

Proof. Combine Propositions 7.2 and 7.3. 0 

N is Cd-free so another computation using Proposition 3.13 and Corollary 5.5 gives 

us our result. 

This completes the proof of Proposition 5.7. 

Proof of Proposition 5.10. (a) It is sufficient to prove the result for V =K(n) and 

W = K(n). Suppose n,m >O. Then 

(Nv@NW)*:n,&V@&W + n,S2V@S2W 

is injective. Thus, it suffices to compute Cc:‘. By Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 5.9 our con- 

clusion follows from t(&,C, xCz)= 0 since r(C, x&,C2) is onto H*(&; 7r, 

(V @ W)@2). Suppose 12 = 0. Define 

il:(&V)@ W+&(V@ W) 

as the unique simplicial map such that 

(xy)@b -+ (x@b)(y@b). 
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Also define 

as 1 @I (see (2.6)). Then the diagram 

(S2V)@3 w 

\\\\I 

-,I 
0 

iz 

S,V@S,W 

commutes. A computation gives the result. The case of m = 0 is the same. 

(b) This is an easy computation using the diagram 

(V@ W)@ - Is2(V@ W) 

l@T@l 
--I, . 
4 

q 

i I 
(v@2>@(w@2) - S2V@S2W 
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